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II Term 2020-2021
(The Example of the Midterm Exams)

Grammar
Countable and uncountable nouns
Question

1

It took a lot of ----- to write my composition
Select one:
a. times
b. time

Future simple tense
Question

2

What he ----,when he ----to his native hometown?
Select one:
a. will do, will return
b. does ,returns
c. will do, returns

Model verbs
A: Where’s Alicia?
B: I don’t know. She ---be at the mall.
Select one:
a. must
b. might
c. could

past participle
Question

4

That TV programme is really---Select one:
a. amusing
b. amused

Perfect tense
Question

5

He ----- for two weeks. He is trying to give up.
Select one:
a. haven’t smoked
b. smoked
c. hasn’t smoked

Zero conditional
Question

6

If you freeze water, it –into ice.
Select one:
a. turns
b. will turn
READING
Cheung Yan is one of the most successful businesswoman in the world. She made
billions of dollars.
How did she do this? Does she sell the computers? Does she sell the estate? No. She
sells trash . In fact ,many people call her the Queen of trash.
Cheung Yan was born in china in 1957. Her family wasn’t rich. When she was a young
woman , she worked as an accountant. She saved money and moved to Hong Kong.
There, she became interested in the paper trash business. She and two partners started
a company with a small amount of money. The company collected paper trash and sold
it to paper mills.
In 1990, ,she and her husband moved to Los Angeles .There they found paper---tons of
it. They drove their van to garbage dumps around Los Angeles .They collected the
paper trash. Then they exported the trash to china where they recycled it and made
cardboard ,a thick, stiff paper. They used the boxes to pack “Made in China” products
,such as toys ,electronics and clothing. They sent these products to the United States
and Europe.
Question

7

Cheung Yan sells--Select one:
a. Diamonds
b. Real estate
c. trash
Question

8

Where did Cheung and her husband find paper to export?
Select one:
a. In vans
b. In dumps
c. At factories

Question

9

What did Cheung Yan do after moving to Hong Kong?
Select one:
a. Collected the trash paper
b. became interested in paper trash
c. set up the company with two other partners
Question

10

What is Cheung Yan’s nickname?
Select one:
a. The Queen of trash
b. The Queen of Crime
c. Beauty Queen
Question

11

What did Cheung Yan do with the paper trash?
Select one:
a. Collected and exported to Chine
b. Play in the trash
c. Wander in garbage dumps

